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The purpose of this simple exercise
is to get a snapshot of where
your firm ranks to become an ‘advisory’ firm.
CAPABILITY
WHEEL
Plot your scores out of ten for each of the eight capability elements.

The purpose of this exercise is to get a snapshot of where your firm
ranks to become an ‘advisory’ firm.
Plot your scores out of ten for each of the capability elements.
Refer to the scoring definitions at the bottom of this page.

8. Technology

1. Vision

Your firm is agile in the use
of technology + innovation
to enhance all business
processes + advisory
services.

You have a clear vision + strategy
on how you are going to shift your practice
from a compliance + reactive advice business
to a Business Advisory firm.

7. Process
Business processes,
including delivery of
all advisory, is
documented, clearly
communicated + are
consistently followed.

2. Define
You have clear
knowledge of what
‘advisory’ means to
you or your firm.
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6. Engagement

3. Belief

It’s all about
having a
Client Engagement
Model in place, where you
have a systemised way to
capture + deliver to your clients’
needs + wants. Every client goes
through the same process.

You believe you
can do it, you know what to do +
have confidence that you can
change your business/self and the
people within it.

5. People
Your people have
the right skills, desire
+ motivation.

4. Capacity
You have the time +
resources to implement
+ manage change.

0 SCORE

1-5 SCORE

5-8 SCORE

8-10 SCORE

Either no idea or not
applicable at this stage.

Advisory of any kind is ad-hoc + reactive.
Scale for your core compliance business.

Your core business is exceptional, you
are growing in the advice space + are
ready to accelerate.

You are a holistic
advice base firm.
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